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PERFORMANCE OF A 10" CONICAL PLUG NOZZLE WITH VARIOUS 
PRIMARY FLAP AND NACELLE CONFIGURATIONS AT 
MACH NUMBERS FROM 0 TO 1.97 
by Douglas E. Har r ing tgn  
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
An experimental investigation was conducted in the Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Supersonic 
Wind Tunnel to determine the performance character is t ics  of severa l  10' half-angle con- 
i ca l  plug nozzles. Conlparisons were  made between three  nozzles with various pr imary  
flap and nacelle configurations t o  determine the effect of these geometric variables on 
performance. Internal expansion was varied by translation of a cylindrical secondary 
shroud. Secondary flow was  varied f rom approximately 0 to 10 percent of pr imary  
weight flow. Truncated plug configurations were  tested with and without base flow. 
At supersonic c ru ise  a nozzle gross  thrust coefficient of 1.02 was obtained a t  Mach 
1.97 at a pressure  ratio of 27 and a corrected secondary weight-flow rat io  of 4 percent 
with a 17' conical pr imary  flap, a full-length plug, and an  extended secondary shroud. 
Truncation of the plug had no appreciable effect on gross  thrust coefficient. 
At subsonic cruise ,  nozzle gross  thrust coefficient was sensitive to the geometry of 
the nacelle and the pr imary  nozzle flap. F o r  subsonic c ru ise  a t  a p re s su re  rat io  of 2 .8 ,  
a corrected secondary weight-flow ratio of 4 percent, and a Mach number of 0 .85,  trun- 
cation of the plug to 50 percent of full length reduced nozzle gross  thrust coefficient f rom 
0 .91  to 0.90. 
Takeoff nozzle gross  thrust  coefficients ranged f rom approximately 0.97 to 0.98 a t  a 
p re s su re  ratio of 3.0 and a corrected secondary weight-flow rat io  of 0.04. Pumping 
character is t ics  a t  takeoff were  sensitive to the location of the shroud. As expected, 
t he re  was no pumping with a fully retracted shroud. Extending the shroud to  18 percent 
of the plug length, however, provided soille cooling flow with little effect on performance. 
Supersonic cruise  aircraf t ,  which operate over a wide range of flight and engine 
conditions, seqttire variable geometry exhatist nozzles do mair~lain efficient operation at 
off-desi.gn conditions. In additiorr to n.la.intair:ir?_g high perfnruura.r?ee, the complexity of 
the exhaust nozzle system should b e  kept to a minimum. A nozzle that has the potential 
of meeting these requirements is the plug nozzle. Isentropic plug nozzles have high 
performance when operated under s ta t ic  conditions. However, when operated with ex- 
te rna l  flow, the performance of these nozzles is adversely affected a t  off-design condi- 
tions, as reported in references 1 to 3 .  This decrement in performance resul ts  f rom 
the s teep pr imary flap boattail angles inherent in this concept. With external flow, low 
p res su res  exist on this boattail, and the nozzle flow expands to the local p re s su re  at the 
trail ing edge of the boattail ra ther  than to f ree-s t ream ambient pressure .  This resul ts  
in  boattail d rag  and overexpansion losses  on the plug surface,  A compromise in  design 
may be  made by using a low-angle conical plug ra ther  than an  isentropic plug. The 
boattail angles a r e  reduced and the problems of overexpansion and boattail d rag  a r e  
partially alleviated. A secondary shroud is frequently used with this concept to provide 
internal  expansion a t  high p re s su re  ratios.  
Tests  have been conducted, references 4 to 11, to optimize the performance of the 
low-angle conical plug nozzle. These investigations have studied the effect of plug 
truncation, secondary flow, secondary shroud geometry and location, and plug apex 
angle on nozzle performance. In addition, various methods of varying pr imary throat 
a r e a  have been investigated. 
At transonic speeds nozzle performance is particularly sensitive to external flow 
effects. These effects a r e  dependent on the manner in which the nozzle is installed on 
the airframe.  To investigate this installation effect for  the F-106 podded engine con- 
figuration described in  reference 12, a s e r i e s  of nozzle concepts a r e  being flight tested 
and the results compared to those obtained in wind tunnel tes t s  of the nozzle a s  an iso- 
lated component. 
This report presents the perforniance character is t ics  of an isolated conical plug 
nozzle which subsequently was flight tested. This nozzle was mounted on a cylindrical 
jet-exit model in the Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel, Testing was con- 
ducted over a range of Mach numbers from 0 to 1.95. Variations were  made in the pr i-  
mary  flap and nacelle geometries to determine the effect on nozzle performance. Ln ad- 
dition, the effect of plug truncation on performance was also evaluated. Secondary flow 
was  varied from approximately O to 10 percent of pr imary weight flow. Internal expan- 
sion was varied by trarlslating a cylirlclrical secondary shroud, 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
The jet exit model was s t ru t  mounted in the test  section of the Lewis 8- by 6-Foot 
Supersonic Wind Tunnel a s  shown in figure I. The geometry of the model and its thrust- 
measuring system a r e  shown in figure 2 .  The main part  of the model was a strut- 
supported cylinder with a closed nose, The niodel external shell was grounded and sup- 
ported from the tunnel ceiling by a hollow, vertical strut.  The adapter portion of the 
model was attached to the a i r  bottle, which was cantilevered by flow tubes from supply 
manifolds located outside the test  section. Frontand rea r  bearings supported the a i r  
bottle. Thus, the axial force acting on the floating part  of the model, including both the 
adapter and nozzle sections, was transmitted to the load cell, located in the nose of the 
model. shell. 
To obtain the nozzle performance presented herein, the friction drag on tile floating 
portion of the model designated a s  the adapter section was estimated and added to the 
force measured by the load cell. The downstream end of the adapter section was arbi- 
t rar i ly  selected as being 0.75 model diameter upstream of the nozzle throat (xC/lC = 
-0.386). (Symbols a r e  defined in appendix A. ) Friction drag on the adapter section was 
estimated using the semiempirical, flat-plate, local sk3n-friction coefficient (given in 
fig. 6 of ref. 13) a s  a function of free-stream Mach number and Reynolds number. The 
coefficient accounts for variations in boundary-layer thickness and flow profile with 
Reynolds number. Previous measurements of the boundary-layer characteristics at the 
aft end of this jet exit model (ref. 14) indicated that the profile and thickness were  es-  
sentially the same a s  that computed fo r  a flat-plate of equal length. The average ratio 
sf boundary-layer momentum thickness to model diameter was approximately 0.02. The 
s t ru t  wake appeared to affect only a localized region near the top of the model and re- 
sulted in a lower local free-stream velocity than measured on the side and bottom of the 
model. Therefore, the results of reference 13 were used without correction for three- 
dimensional flow effects o r  s t ru t  interference effects. The calculated friction drag  of 
the  adapter section was added to the load cell reading to obtain the thrust-minus-drag of 
the  nozzle section. 
A static calibration of the thrust-measuring system was obtained by applying a known 
fo rce  to  the nozzle and measuring the output of the load cell. To minimize changes in the 
cabibration due to variations in temperature (e. g. , aerodynamic heating due to external 
flow), the load cell was surrounded by a water-cooled jacket and was maintained at a 
constant temperature. 
Pr imary  and secondary a i r  were provided by means of airflow supply lines which 
entered the model through the support sixrut and are shown schematically in figure 2. 
Secondary air in the eelLvtral air battle passed through crossover  struts inside the model 
to simulate cooling flow for  the primary nozzle flap and the internal surface of the sec- 
ondary shroud, Wi"L the plug trarr~cated, a sirrail por"ton of the secondary flow was al- 
lowed to pass through the hollow plug support s truts  to provide plug base bleed, A uni- 
form pramary flow was mailaeained by using two choke plates and an airflow straightener 
upstream of station 9 ,  
Primary and secondary weight-f low rates were determined from standard ASME 
flow-metering orifices located in the air supply lines. The ambient pressure  was con- 
stant for  a given free-stream Mach number; thus, a variation in nozzle pressure ratio 
was obtained by varying the nozzle total pressure P7. 
Nozzle Geometry 
The various plug nozzle configurations that were tested a r e  shown in figure 3. Each 
of the nozzles had a 10' half-angle conical plug and differed mainly in primary flap and 
nacelle afterbody geometry. Two conical primary flaps were tested with boattail angles 
of 17' and 14'. The geometrical details a r e  shown in figure 3(a). A translating secon- 
dary shroud was simulated by using four cylindrical shroud lengths. The 17' conical 
primary flap was tested with the secondary shroud in all four positions while the 14' 
conical primary was tested only with the shroud completely retracted (xc/lc = -0.116). 
These nozzles had an overall design pressure ratio of 36.6. In addition, a rounded pri- 
mary flap with a 14' trailing-edge angle was tested and is shown in figure 3(b). A four- 
position secondary shroud was again used. The design pressure ratio of this nozzle was 
reduced to 27.86. Since the nozzle throat a rea  was fixed, it was necessary to boattail 
the nacelle so that the proper shroud diameter was obtained for  this lower design pres- 
s u r e  ratio. Shroud variables for  the various nozzles a r e  listed in table I. 
In addition to testing a full-length plug, the 17' conical primary was tested with two 
truncated plugs which a r e  shown in figure 3(c). One was 75 percent of full length while 
the other was 50 percent of full length. The full length of the plug is defined a s  the dis- 
tance between the nozzle throat and the plug tip. The throat was assumed to be normal 
to the plug surface a t  the primary lip. For  the 75-percent plug a small  portion of the 
secondary flow was allowed to  flow through each of the three hollow support s truts  to the 
open plug base to provide base bleed. The 50-percent plug was tested both with an open 
and a closed plug base. 
The 17' conical primary was also tested with a f lare on the nacelle to simulate a 
larger  nacelle diameter. This flare, shown in figure 3(d), had a tapered forward-facing 
surface and a tapered rearward-facing surface, The nozzle gross thrust coefficient pre- 
sented for  this configuration does not include the force on the forward-facing surface. 
This Soree was determined from a pressure  integration and added to the nozzle thrust- 
TABLE I. - SHROUD VARVIBLES 
[Nozzle throat to  nacelle area ratro, A8/Am, 0.23; secorrdary air 'to 
nozzle throat  a r e a  rat io ,  Ay/A,, 0.40.1 
a ~ o r  these configurations Ag becomes A8. 
b ~ g  is the flow area  befsveen external shroud and plug surface 
(see fig. 3). 
minus-drag determined from the load cell. The flared nacelle was tested only a t  one 
shroud location, xc/lc = -0.087. 
Instrumentation 
Details of temperature and pressure instrumentation a t  station 7 a r e  shown in  fig- 
u r e  4(a). Pressures  in the primary airflow passage were measured by two static- 
pressure  orifices and a total-pressure rake containing If  tubes. Pr imary  nozzle total 
pressure  was obtained from an integrated average of these pressures.  The accompany- 
ing table lists pressure orifice spacing as distance y from the inner surface of the 
passage. Primary- and secondary-air total temperatures were measured by copper- 
constantan thermocouples. Secondary-air total-pressure instrumentation is shown in 
figure 4(b). Secondary-air total pressure was assumed to be the average of four pres- 
s u r e s  recorded by tubes located a t  60°, 165', 195O, and 300°, circumferentially. 
Plug surface static-pressure orifices were located at 180' circumferentially and 
a r e  shown in figure 4(c). The plug was divided into three segments. The static- 
pressure  orifices for  each segment were located a t  the centroids of equal projected 
a reas .  Thus, the force on each segment of the plug was determined by pressurk!-area 
integration, Orifice 1 was not included in  the a rea  weiglrtiiig sf the plug but was used to 
de t e rn~ ine  the nozzle throat pressure for the conical primaries, For the conical: prima- 
r ies ,  total plug force was  obtained by summing the forces of the three segments of the 
plug. Plug surface force for the 55-percent plug was determined by ad&ng the forces 
on segmenb 1 rand 2,  while plug surface iorce for the 50-percent plug was determined 
by the force on segment 1, For the 14' rounded primary, plug Ioree was obtained by 
summing the force downstream of the throat station (x = 0) on the f i r s t  segment with the 
r 
forces of the remaining two segments. No attempt was made to determine plug skin- 
friction drag, The accompanying table presents the axial location of each orifice rela- 
tive to  the nozzle throat station for  the conical primaries (xc = 0). 
Plug-base static-pressure locations for the truncated plugs (open base) a r e  shown 
in figure 4(d). Plug base force was then determined by averaging the four base statics 
and assuming this average base pressure acted on the entire base area.  For  the config- 
uration with the 50-percent plug (closed base) the location of the plug-base static pres-  
su res  is shown in figure 4(e). The pressure orifices were situated at the centroids of 
equal area.  The base force was then determined by pressure-area integration. Pri- 
mary flap static-pressure instrumentation is shown in figure 4(f). The conical primary 
boattails each had four static-pressure orifices located at the centroids of equal pro- 
jected areas.  The primary boattail drag was then determined from pressure-area inte- 
gration of these four pressures.  The force on the 14' rounded primary was obtained by 
using two static-pressure orifices and included only the force on the portion of the su r -  
face downstream of the secondary shroud. Static-pressure instrumentation for  the flared 
nacelle is shown in figure 4(g). Four pressures were used to  determine the force on the 
forward-facing surface. This force was then added to the thrust-minus-drag determined 
from the load cell. The force on the rearward-facing surface was also determined from 
four pressures. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this report, comparisons will be made between the various nozzles tested to de- 
termine the effect of several geometric variables on nozzle performance characteristics. 
In order to facilitate this comparison, a nozzle pressure ratio schedule was assumed for  
a typical turbojet engine designed fo r  supersonic flight. Component forces, such a s  plug 
force and primary flap boattail drag, will be  used to help interpret the effects of the 
geometric changes on performance. More detailed performance characteristics a r e  
presented in appendix B a s  a function of nozzle pressure ratio and secondary weight flow 
for  a l l  configurations tested. 
The assumed turbojet pressure ratio schedule is shown in figure 5. Three subsonic 
cruise conditions were chosen, They were a s  follows: Mach 0-80  and a nozzle pressure 
ratio of 2.35, Mach 0.85 and a pressure ratio of 2.95,  and Mach 6.90 and a pressure 
ratio of 3 .1 ,  The supersonic cruise condition was chosen to be Mach 2.7 and a pres- 
6 
s u r e  ratio of 2'7, Since the free-stream n%aeh nulraber of the Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Super- 
sonic Wind 'I'emnel is li rnited to 1 .97, the data for the supersonic e m i s e  condition were 
taken a t  Mach I, 9'9 rather than 2.91. However, the configurations of interest have ex- 
tended outer shrouds in this speed range and a r e  flowing full. Thus, nozzle efficiency 
is only dfecte@; by changes on the ek$ernal shroud boattail. These changes a r e  rela- 
tively smal l  between Mach 1.97 and 2.7. 
Effect of Primary Flap Boattail and Nacelle Geometry 
Nozzle performance characteristics a s  influenced by primary flap boattail and na- 
celle geometry a r e  presented in figure 6 using the assumed turbojet pressure  ratio 
schedule. Data a r e  presented for the full-length plug and a nominal corrected secon- 
dary weight flow of 4 percent. For  Mach numbers less  than 1.0 data a r e  presented for  
the completely retracted shroud configurations and for  Mach numbers greater  than 1.2 
data a r e  presented for the completely extended shroud configurations. 
At subsonic cruise conditions, the nozzle gross thrust coefficient was relatively 
sensitive to the geometry of the primary flap boattail and nacelle (fig. 6(a)). For  exam- 
ple, at Mach 0.90 and a pressure ratio of 3.1, nozzle gross  thrust coefficient increased 
f rom 0.90 to  0.92 by replacing either the 14' o r  17' conical primary flaps and cylindri- 
ca l  nacelle with the larger 14' rounded primary and boattailed nacelle. At Mach 1.97 a 
thrust  coefficient of I. 02 was obtained (plotted at Mach 2.7 in the figure) a t  a supersonic 
cru ise  pressure ratio of 27 with the 17' conical primary. Takeoff gross thrust coeffi- 
cients fo r  these nozzles ranged from approximately 0.97 to 0.98 at a pressure ratio of 
3.0. 
Secondary total-pressure recovery requirements a r e  presented in figure 6(b). 
Since the secondary flow exit was upstream of the primary lip, these nozzles did not 
pump 4 percent flow from a free-stream source a t  takeoff. 
With the shroud retracted, the 14' rounded primary required higher secondary total 
pressures  than did the conical primaries. When the shroud was extended a t  supersonic 
Mach numbers and higher pressure ratios, this trend was reversed. 
Pr imary  flap boattail drag was quite low for the nozzle with the 14' rounded pri- 
mary  (fig. 6(c)). For example, a t  subsonic cruise and a Mach number of 0.90 primary 
boattail drag  was 0.8 percent of ideal thrust. However, with the 17' conical primary, 
boattail drag increased to 5 .3  percent of ideal thrust a t  the same conditions. With the 
shroud completely extended a t  Mach numbers greater than 1 .2 ,  pr imary boattail force 
became a thrust and was nearly independent of primary boattail. shape. For  example, 
at s~lpersonie enrise a thrust of 5 percent of ideal thrust w a s  obtained from the primary 
boattail surface, 
h general, plug thms t  was lower when the 14' rounded primary and boagailed am- 
0 0 celle were used instead of t h e  14 oi" 67 cnr~ical  p r imary  and cylindrical nacelle (fig, 
6(d)). For  example, with s u b s o ~ c  rdse  a t  Mach number of 0,90, plug thrust was 
2 . 7  percent of ideal t h r m t  for the 14' rounded primary. With the 19' conical primary 
plug thrust amounted to 3 .7  percent uf ideal thrust, At s ~ p e r ~ o ~ i i c  cruise tkie plug thrust 
of the 17' conical primary nozzle amounted to 4.7 percent of ideal thrust,  
Effect of Plug Truncation 
The effect of plug truncation on nozzle performance characteristics using the as- 
sumed turbojet pressure ratio schedule is presented in figure 7. Data a r e  presented for 
the 17' conical primary and a nominal corrected secondary weight flow of 4 percent. 
For  Mach numbers less  than 1.0 data a r e  shown for the completely retracted shroud 
configurations (xc/lc = -0.116) and for  Mach numbers greater than 1.2 data a r e  shown 
for  the completely extended shroud configurations (xc/Lc = 0.347). 
At Mach numbers less  than 1.0 with the outer shroud completely retracted, trunca- 
tion to 50 percent of plug length caused a reduction in performance, particularly a t  sub- 
sonic cruise conditions. For example, a t  a subsonic cruise pressure ratio of 2.8 and a 
Mach number of 0.85, gross thrust coefficient decreased f rom 0.91 to 0.90. 
At Mach numbers greater  than 1.2 with the outer shroud completely extended, trun- 
cation to both 75- and 50-percent plug lengths caused appreciable decrements in gross 
thrust coefficient, except at supersonic cruise where no appreciable decrement was ob- 
served. At supersonic cruise the full-length plug had a gross thrust coefficient of 1.02, 
while the 50- and 75-percent plugs both had slightly lower gross thrust coefficients. 
Truncation of the plug had no effect on pumping characteristics of these nozzles as 
can be  seen from figure 7(b). Truncation of the plug also had no effect on primary flap 
boattail drag (fig. 7(c)). However, truncation did decrease plug forces in general (fig. 
7(d)). Plug base forces were generally positive (i. e . ,  a thrust) and were  less  than 
1 percent of the primary jet thrust. 
Figure 8 presents a comparison of performance characteristics for the open and 
closed plug base for the 50-percent truncated plug. For this comparison the 17' coni- 
cal primary was used and the shroud was completely extended (xc/lC = 0.347). Cor- 
rected secondary flow was maintained a t  a nominal 4 percent. For  the open-base con- 
figuration a small  portion of the secondary flow was allowed to flow through the hollow 
support s truts  to the plug base to provide base bleed, Nozzle gross thrust coefficients 
were comparable for the opera and closed base configblrations (fig, 8(a)). Pumping char- 
acteristics for these nozzles were also comparable (fig, 8(b)), In adat ion,  ai l  of the 
eornponent forces were comparable and apparer;l"Ely inser~sitive to whether the base w a s  
open on- elcised (figs, 8(c )  to ( e ) ) ,  
Effect of Shroud Geometry 
The effect of shroud length on nozzle performance characteristics for the 191' coni- 
cal  primary, full-length plug is shown in figure 9. Corrected secondary weight flow was 
again maintained at a nominal 4 percent. At Mach numbers less than I. 0, nozzle gross 
thrust coefficient was comparable for  the two retracted-shroud configurations (xc/ZC = 
-0.116 and xc/lc = -0.076) except a t  takeoff and subsonic cruise (fig. 9(a)). At takeoff 
with the shroud at xc/lc = -0.116 the gross thrust coefficient was approximately 0.97. 
F o r  the subsonic cruise conditions, gross thrust coefficient was higher with the shroud 
a t  xc/ lc  = -0.116 than with it a t  xc/lc = -0.076. At supersonic cruise with the shroud 
extended to xc/lC = 0.347, gross thrust coefficient was 1.02. For  the range of shroud 
extensions which were tested, there was Little effect on pumping characteristics (fig. 
903)). 
At subsonic cruise conditions primary boattail drag was lower and plug thrust higher 
with the external shroud a t  xc/lc = -0.116 than with it a t  xc/lc = -0.076 (figs. 9(c) and 
(d)). This accounts for the higher gross thrust coefficients when the shroud was com- 
pletely retracted. At supersonic cruise, boattail force was a thrust and was comparable 
for  the intermediate shroud (xc/lc = 0.223) and the completely extended shroud (xC/lc = 
0.347). However, the plug thrust was higher for  the completely extended shroud and 
higher overall performance was achieved. 
The effect of shroud length on nozzle performance characteristics for  the 14' 
rounded primary, full-length plug is shown in figure 10. Corrected secondary weight 
flow was again maintained at a nominal 4 percent. In general, a t  Mach numbers less  
than 1.0 nozzle efficiency was highest for  the configuration with the completely retracted 
shroud (xr/lr = -0.167) (fig. 10(a)). This was particularly t rue a t  subsonic cruise con- 
ditions where extensions of the outer shroud caused large decrements in gross thrust co- 
efficient. For  example, a t  Mach 0.90 and a nozzle pressure ratio of 3.1, gross thrust 
coefficient was 0.92 with the shroud completely retracted. With the shroud extended to 
xr / t r  = 0.011, gross thrust coefficient dropped to 0.90. A further extension of the 
shroud to xr/ l r  = 0.182 decreased gross thrust coefficient to 0.86. At Mach numbers 
greater  than 1.2, gross thrust coefficient of the completely extended shroud (xr/ l r  = 
0.366) was consistently higher than that of the intermediate shroud a t  xr/ l r  = 0.182. 
Pumping characteristics at takeoff were sensitive to the location of the shroud. As 
expected, there was no pumping with a fully retracted shroud. Extending the shroud to 
xr/ l r  = 0.182, however, provided some cooling flow with little effect on performance. 
At Mach numbers less than 1 - 2  as  the shroud was extended, the pressure levels in the 
secondary passage decreased. Thus gross thrust coefficients were adversely affected 
due to reduced secondary air momentum. As  the shroud was  eAended a t  Mach numbers 
less than 1,0, boattail drag increased (iig. %O(c)) and plug thrust decreased (fig. 1O(d)). 
These changes in the component forces, cornbined with the loss in  secondary momentum, 
were  responsible for  the large decrements in gross t h r ~ s t  coefficient observed as the 
shroud was extended, 
At Mach numbers greater  than 1 .2 ,  the configuration with. the completely extended 
sf,-.--- ~ r b u a  1 (xr/lr = 6.366) consistently had lower primary bnattai! drags and higher pkg 
forces than with the intermediate shroud (xr/lr = 0.182). The effect of the flared na- 
celle on nozzle performance characteristics of the 17' conical primary, full-length plug 
is shown in figure 11. Corrected secondary weight flow was a nominal 4 percent. Re- 
sults a r e  compared with the cylindrical nacelle. The shrouds were located a t  xc/lc = 
-0.076 for  the cylindrical nacelle and xc/lc = -0.087 for the flared nacelle. The noz- 
zle gross thrust coefficient presented for this configuration does not include the force on 
the forward-facing surface. This force was determined from a pressure integration and 
added to the nozzle thrust-minus-drag determined from the load cell. In general, the 
gross  thrust coefficient of the nozzle with the cylindrical nacelle (fig. 1l(a)) was higher 
than that of the nozzle with the flared nacelle except at subsonic cruise where the oppo- 
s i te  trend occurred. In general, the pressure levels in the secondary flow passage (fig. 
l l ( b ) )  were higher for the flared nacelle, particularly at subsonic cruise. 
The presence of the flared nacelle tended to decrease boattail drag (fig. I l ( c ) )  and 
increase plug thrust (fig. 11(d)) when compared with the component forces of the cylin- 
drical nacelle. For  example, at a subsonic cruise Mach number of 0.90, boattail drag 
was decreased from approximately 6 to 2 percent of ideal thrust when the flared nacelle 
was used. In addition, plug thrust was increased from 3 to 4.8 percent. However, 
these favorable effects of flaring the nacelle were largely offset by the drag incurred on 
the rearward-facing surface of the f la re  (fig. l l (e)) .  Thus the net effect of the flared 
nacelle was to increase gross thrust coefficient a t  subsonic cruise and to decrease it 
over the acceleration schedule. The force on the forward-facing surface of the f la re  
was generally small  and was a thrust a t  subsonic Mach numbers from 0.60 to 0.95 (fig. 
l l ( f ) ) .  
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
An experimental investigation was conducted to determine the performance charac- 
ter is t ics  of several 10' half-angle conical plug nozzles. Comparisons were  made be- 
tween three nozzles with various primary flap and nacelle configurations to determine 
the effect of these geometric variables on performance. In addition, the effect of plug 
truncation on performance was also evaluated, Secondary flow was varied from approxi- 
mately O to 10 percent of primary weight flow. Internal expansion was varied by trans- 
lation of a eylindsieal s eeondary shroud, The following results were obtained: 
For supersonic cruise:  
I ,  A raoazle gross thrust coefficient of %,O% was obtained at Maeli 1 - 9 7  at a super-  
sonic cruise pressure ratio of 27 ?with a 17" conical primayy md a full-length plug, The 
shroud was extended and "ce corrected secondary weight-flow rahao had a nomir~ai value 
of 4 percent, For  this eonfimration the primary flap and plug thrusts were, respective- 
ly, 5 and 4 .8  percent of the ideal thrust. 
2. Truncation of the plug had no appreciable effect on gross thrust coeffieient, 
F o r  subsonic cruise: 
1. With the shroud retracted, the nozzle gross thrust coefficient was sensitive to 
the geometry of the nacelle and the primary nozzle flap. For  example, a t  Mach 0.9 for  
a pressure  ratio of 3.1 and a corrected secondary weight-flow ratio of 4 percent nozzle 
gross thrust coefficient increased from 0.90 to 0.92 by replacing either a smal ler  14' o r  
17' conical primary and cylindrical nacelle with a larger  14' rounded primary and boat- 
tailed nacelle. P r imary  boatkail drag was 5.3 percent of ideal thrust for  the 17' conical 
primary and 0.8 percent of ideal thrust for  the 14' rounded primary. 
2. Truncation to 50 percent of plug length caused a reduction in performance. For  
example, at a pressure ratio of 2.8 and a Mach number of 0.85, nozzle gross thrust co- 
efficient dropped f rom 0.91 to 0.90. This loss resulted from a reduction in the plug 
thrust. 
F o r  takeoff: 
1. Takeoff nozzle gross thrust coefficients ranged from approximately 0.97 to  0.98 
at a pressure ratio of 3.0 and a corrected secondary weight-flow ratio of 0.04. 
2. Pumping characteristics were sensitive to the location of the shroud. As ex- 
pected, there was no pumping with a fully retracted shroud. Extending the shroud to 
18  percent of the plug length, however, provided some cooling flow with little effect on 
performance. 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, June 22, 1970, 
720-03. 




nozzle gross thrust coeffi- 
cient, ( F  - D)/F ip 
drag 1 
flared nacelle drag (forward- 
facing surface) z2 
flared nacelle drag (rearward- 
facing surface) a! 
nozzle gross thrust P 
nozzle plug thrust 
plug length measured from 





external shroud position co- 
ordinate (axial) 
external shroud position co- 
ordinate (radial) 
weight flow rate 
corrected secondary weight 
flow ratio 
axial distance measured 
downstream of nozzle 
throat 
Subscripts : 
distance measured along pri- 
mary rake f rom primary 
airflow passage wall 
14' rounded primary position 
coordinate (axial) 
14' rounded primary position 
coordinate (radial) 
primary nozzle boattail angle 
circurnf erential angle mea- 
sured from top of nacelle 
in a clockwise direction 
(looking upstream) 
b plug base 
c conical primaries 
i ideal 
m nacelle 
primary a i r  
plug 
14' rounded primary 
secondary a i r  
boattail surface 
free-stream 
nozzle inlet station 
nozzle throat station 
nozzle exit station 
APPENDIX B 
NOZZLE PERFORWNCE CHARACTERISTICS 
Pressure Effects 
The effect of nozzle pressure ratio on nozzle performance characteristics is shown 
in figures 12 to 26 for  a l l  configurations tested. Corrected secondary weight flow was 
maintained a t  a nominal 4 percent while pressure ratio was varied at a given Mach num- 
ber .  Nozzle gross thrust coefficient was nearly independent of Mach number for the ex- 
tended shroud nozzles (xc/lc o r  / is positive) a t  Mach numbers greater than 1.2. 
For  all  configurations with retracted shrouds (xc/lc o r  x is negative) a t  pressure 
ratios below 9, secondary total pressure was about equal to o r  less  than the ambient 
static pressure. For  the extended shroud configurations above a pressure ratio of 8, 
the secondary total pressure  ratio was insensitive to variations in nozzle pressure ratio. 
This was due to the secondary flow being aerodynamically choked by the primary flow, 
which attached to the extended shroud at high pressure ratios. This phenomenon is ex- 
plained more fully in reference 10. 
Secondary Flow Effects 
The effect of corrected secondary weight flow ratio on nozzle performance charac- 
ter is t ics  is presented in figures 27 to  41 for all configurations tested. Nozzle gross 
thrust coefficient increased with increasing secondary flow and peaked at 10-percent 
corrected secondary weight flow for al l  configurations tested. 
For the retracted-shroud nozzles, geometric choking of the secondary a i r  occurred 
only at the higher secondary weight flows and for pressure ratios greater than 5. Gen- 
erally for extended shroud configurations, the secondary total pressure ratio (Ps/P7) 
was  independent of nozzle pressure ratio a t  al l  secondary weight flows, indicating that 
the secondary air was aerodynamically choked. Geometric choking of the secondary 
flow occurred at corrected secondary weight flows above 6 percent for the extended 
shroud nozzles. 
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Figure 1. - Model installed i n  8- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. 
Primary-air metering orifice 
/ r Secondary-air metering orifice 
Primary a i r  Secondary a i r  
Model support s t ru t  ,. 1 111 
Model shell-, 
4 /-Tunnel ceil ing 
Primary air total 
,- Primary-air bottle pressure rake 7 
/ 
/' 
Station 7 1 
I / 
/ 
/ ' i /// / \ \  i Front support bearing J Secondary-air bottle-' ,' \ \  \ 
'\\ \ 
Rear support bearings / / \\\ \ - ~ i r  flow straightener 
CD-10829-28 Secondary-air crossover struts -/ Perforated choke plates 
Figure 2. - Model internal geometry and ihr i is i -measuring system. 
Pr imary  nozzle (see detail) 1 6 = 16.50 ( 4 1 9 a  -4 
7.97 7.08 (M. 25) diam (17.98) diarn 
1 (;.% diam 
(a = 14' o r  17') 
li 
Detail a 
(a) Plug nozzle cyl indrical shroud locations for conical primaries (see table I for shroud variables). 
Rounded priniary position coordinates External shroud position coordinates 
0 (0) (0) Straight l ine 0 (0) 
2.31 (5.87) / O. 58 (1.47) / 1 2.65 (6.74) .65 (1.65) .68 (1.73) 
zl, in. (cm) 
c f 
Primary nozzle (see detail) ---/ k- 4 = 12.40 (31.50-4 
7.97 7. 85 
(20. 25) diani (19.94) diam 




(b) Plug nozzle shroud locations for 14" rounded primary (see table I for shroud variables). 
ul, in. (cm) 
F i g i j r ~  ?. - Model dimensions and c jemei r ic  variables. A l l  dirirensions are i n  inches (cn?l. 
u2, in. (cm) 
0.75 x c l l ,  (75 percent plug) -1 
ernal  diameter, 2.69 (6.8311 \ \ 
Internal  diameter, 1.19 (3.0211 
(c) Plug nozzle truncations. 
CD-10832-28 
(d) Flared nacelle. 
Figure 3. - Concluded. 


















5. 23 (13.28) 
5.56 (14. la 
5.87 (14.90) 
6.01 (15.27) 
0 Total-pressure orif ice 
@ Static-pressure orif ice 
8 Thermocouple 
(a) Station 7 instrumentation. CD-10834-28 
,- One of four  secondary-air total-pressure tubes; 
/ located at 60; 165q 1954 and 300' c i rcumferent ia l ly  
/ 
/' 
/ r External shroud 
/ / 
(b) Secondary-air total-pressure instrumentation. 
(ci P l u g - s u i i c e  static-pressure locations (circumferential location, p = la?. 
CD-10836-28 
Figure 4 - Model instrumei~lation. A l l  dimensions are in inches (crn). 
la0 
50 percent plug 
75 percent plug 
CD-10837-28 
(dl Base static pressures for truncated plugs (open base). 
' 1.03 l. 21 1.38 
Looking upstream CO-10838-28 
(e) Plug-base static pressures (50nercent plug, closed base). 
Figure 4. - Continued. 





CD-10839-28 14- rounaec 
(0 Primary flap static-pressure instrumentation. 14/" 
(g) Flared nacelle static-pressure instrumentation (circumferential location, (o = 1807. 
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1.2 
14" conical primary 
0 14" rounded pr imary 
1. 0 
. 8  
.6 
.4  
. 2  
0 7 
Free-stream Mach number, Mo 
(a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coefficient. (b) Secondary total-pressure recovery requirements. 
Figure 6. - Comparison of nozzle characteristics. Full-length plug; corrected secondary weight flow ratio, ( w s l w p ) ~ P  = 0. 04. 
0 17" conical primary 
14" conical pr imary 
0 14" rounded pr imary 
Open symbols denote acceleration 
Solid symbols denote subsonic c ru ise  





-. 08 7 
Free-stream Mach number, M o  
(c) Pr imary flap drag. (d) Plug thrust.  
Figure 6. - Concluded. 
Mach 
0 .4 . 8  L 2 L 6 20 " 2 i 
number, M o  
(b) Secondary total-pressure recovery requirements. 
Figure 7. - Effect of plug truncat ion on nozzle performance characteristics. 17" conical'prirnary; corrected secondary weight flow ratio, 
(wsliYp) mp = 0.04. 
0 Full-length plug 
U 75-Percent plug (open base) 
0 50-Percent plug (open base) 
Open symbols denote acceleration 
Solid symbols denote subsonic cruise 
Flagged symbols denote supersonic cruise 
(d) Plug surface t h r u s t  
Free-stream Mach number, MO 
(c) Primary flap drag. (e) Plug-base thrust. 
Figure 7. - Concluded. 
0 Open plug base 
Closed plug base 
Open symbols denote acceleration 
Flagged symbols denote supersonic cruise 
Free-stream Mach number, Mo 
(a) Nozzle gross thrus t  coefficient (b) Secondary total-pressure recovery requirements. 
Figure 8. - Comparison between open and closed plug base performance characteristics. 50-Percent plug; shroud location, +/ lc = 0.347; 17" c?nical 






c u  
0 Open plug base C gt;;' Closed plug base - n I 3 
, r:Open symbols denote acceleration o - 
Flagged symbols denote supersonic cruise .gz 
(dl Plug surface t h r u s t  
Free-stream Mach number, Mo 
(c) Pr imary flap drag. (e) Plug base t h r u s t  
Figure 8. - Concluded. 
Nondimensional 
external shroud length, 
xc'lc 
0 -0. 116 
-. 076 
0 . 223 
A .347 
Open symbols denote acceleration schedule 
Solid svmbols denote subsonic cruise schedule 
Free-stream Mach number, Mo  
(a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coefficient. (b) Secondary total-pressure requirements. 
Figure 9. - Effect of external shroud length on nozzle performance characteristics. Full-length plug; 17" conical primary; corrected secondary vveighi 
flow ratio, (wslwp)flP = a 04. 
Nondimensional 
external shroud length, 
k ' l c  
o -a 116 
-. 076 
0 . 223 
A .347 
Open symbols denote acceleration 
Solid symbols denote subsonic cruise 
Flagged symbols denote supersonic cruise 
Free-stream Mach number, Mo  
(c) Pr imary flap drag. (d) Plug surface thrust. 
Figure 9. - Concluded. 
Nondimensional 
external shroud length, 





Open symbols denote acceleration 
Solid svmbols denote subsonic c ru ise  
- - ~laqqedsymbols denote supersonic cruise 
Mach 
0 . 4  .8  1. 2 1. 6 2 0 2 1 
number, Mo 
(a) Nozzle gross t h r u s t  coefficient. (b) Secondary total-pressure recovery requirements. 
Figure 10. - Effect of external shroud length o n  nozzle performance characteristics. Fu l l  length plug; 14" rounded primary; corrected secondary 
weight flow ratio, (wslwp)flP = 0. &. 
Nondimensional 
external shroud length, 
xr' l r  
0 -0.167 
.011 







c Open symbols denote acceleration 
- 
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Free-stream Mach number, M O  
( c )  Primary flap drag. (dl Plug surface thrust .  
Figure 10. - Concluded. 
(a) Nozzle gross t h r u s t  coefficient. 
Ndceiie geometry S l i roud  iocation, 
xc' rc 
0 Cyl indr ical  -0.076 
0 Flared -. 087 
Open symbols denote acceleration 
Solid symbols denote subsonic c ru ise  
(d) Plug t h r u s t  
(b) Secondary total-pressure recovery requirements. (e l  Flared nacelle dras (rearward 
facing surface). 
0 . 2  .4 .6  . 8  1.0 1.2 1.4 
Free-stream M a c h  number, Mo 
(c) Pr imary  f lap drag. ( f )  Flared nacelle drag ( forward 
facing surface). 
Figure 11. - Effect of nacelle geometry o n  nozzle performance characteristics. Ful l - length plug; 17" conical 
pr imary;  corrected secondary weig i i i  f iow ratio, (w iw )a/Tli- = 0. Oci 
5 P  S P  
Free-stream 
Mach number, 
rv10 (a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coefficient 
0 0 
0 .60 
* O  2 4 6 8 
Nozzle pressure ratio, P71po 
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 12. - Effect of nozzle pressure ratio on 
nozzle performance characteristics for f u l l -  
length plug. Shroud location, ~$1, = -0. 116; 
17" conical primary; corrected secondary 
weight flow ratio, ( w S I w p ) m  = 0.04. 
(a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coefficient. 
Nozzle pressure ratio, P71po 
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 13. - Effect of nozzle pressure ratio on 
nozzle performance characteristics for 75- 
percent plug (open base). Shroud location, 
+/Zc = -0.116; 17" conical primary; cor- 
rected secondary weight flow ratio, (w,lwp) 
T r r  =am.  ssp 
Fres-stream 
Mach number ,  
Mo 
(a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coefficient 
Nozzle pressure ratio, P71po 
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 14. - Effect of nozzle pressure ratio on 
nozzle performance characteristics for 50- 
percent plug (open base). Shroud location, 
+1Zc = -0. 116; 17" conical primary; cor- 
rected secondary weight flow ratio, (wSlwp) 
T IT = 0.04. G 
Free-stream 
Mach number, 








(a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coefficient. U .60 
0 . 71 
Nozzle pressure ratio, P71po 
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 15. - Effect of nozzle pressure ratio on 
nozzle performance characteristics for shroud 
location ( /Ic! of -0.076. Full-length plug; 7 17" conica primary; corrected secondary 
weight flow ratio, (wslwp)f lP = 0.04. 
(a) Wozzle gmss t h rus t  coefficient. 
Bb) Pumping characteristics. 
Fagiurr !h. - Btect of nozzle pressure ratio on nozzle performance characteristics 
for sirreeid Iacation c q l  1 of B.223. Full-length lug; 17' conicai prima& 
~ o ~ r d d  secondary weigtt  f1w ratio. Ix,hx,l+& = D. DZ 
i a )  hozrle gross t h rus t  coelficient 
4 8 82 I6 2 1. v - '- 
Nozzje pressure ratio, P$pIB 
(h) Pumping characteristics, 
Figure 17. - Effect of nazzle presstire n t i o  on  nozzBP: pePrrnanc? ;t;d d h r  
istics f o r  shroud location (%l lc )p f  0,341, Ful l - lengh p'@-Qc~i;z 










-9 2 . $- 2 
w i n  
= 2  8 0- 
a , .  
m 
(a) Nozzle gross t h r u s t  coe f f i c ien t  (a) Nozzle gross t h r u s t  coefficient. 
Nozzle pressure ratio, P71po Nozzle p ressure  ratio, P71po 
(b) Pumping characteristics. (b l  Pumping  characteristics. 
F igure  18. - Effect of nozzle pressure rat io o n  nozzle performance character-  F igure  19. - Effect of nozzle p ressure  rat io o n  nozzle performarice character ls i ics 
is t ics f o r  75-percent p lug  (open base). Shroud  location, +llc = 0.347; 17" f o r  50-percent p lug  (open base). Shroud  location, +/ Ic  = 0.347; 17' conical 
conical  primary; corrected secondary weight f low ratio, ( w S l w p ) ~ P  = a 124. pr imary;  corrected secondary weight f low rate, (wslwp)f lP = 0. 04. 
(a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coefficient 
Nozzle pressure ratio, P7IpO 
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 20. - Effect of nozzle pressure ratio on nozzle performance character- 
istics for 50-percent plug (closed base). Shroud location, kll = 0.347; 17O 
conical primary; corrected secondary weight flow ratio, i w s l w $ ~ -  a 04. 
Free-stream 




(a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coefficient. c> .70 0 .&I 
w 8h 
Nozzle pressure ratio, P71p0 
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 2L - Effect of nozzle pressure ratio on 
nozzle performance characteristics for shroud 
location (+/Ic) of -0.087. Full-length plug; 
flared nacelle; 17" conical primary; corrected 
secondary weight flow ratio, ( w S I w p ) m =  
0.04. 
(a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coefficient. 
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 22. - Effect of nozzle pressure ratio on 
nozzle performance characteristics for shroudo 
length ( % I Z c )  of -a 116. Full-length plug; 14 
conical primary; corrected secondary weight 












Nozzle pressure ratio, P7/po 
F ree-stream 
Mach number, 
(a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coefficient Pli (, 
0 0 
a 0 2 4 6 8 
Nozzle pressure ratio, P7/po 
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 23. - Effect of nozzle pressure ratio on 
nozzle performance characteristics for shroud 
length (xr/ l r )  of -0.167. Full-length plug; 14" 
rounded primary; corrected secondary weight 
flow ratio, (w /w ){TsTTp = 0. 04. 5 P 
(a) Nozzle gross t h r u s t  coefficient 
. - 
0 2 4 6 8 
Nozzle pressure rati,  P7/p0 






0 . 71 
0 .80 
0 .86 
D .91  
a .96 
D L O 1  
Figure 24. - Effect of nozzle pressure ratio on 
nozzle performance characteristics fo r  shroud 
location (~41,) of R OIL Full- length plug; 14" 
rounded prlmary; corrected secondary weight 
flow ratio, ( w S l w p ) ~ =  R 04. 
(a) Nozzle gross t h r u s t  coefficient. 
0 4 8 I2 16 20 24 28 
Nozzle pressure ratio, P71po 
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
F igure 25. - Effect of nozzle pressure ratio o n  nozzle performance characteristics 
for  shroud location (x,!lr) of 0. 14" rounded primary; 
corrected secondary w e ~ g h t  flow 
F r e e - s r r e a m  






(a) Nozzle gross t h r u s t  coefficient. 
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 
Nozzle pressure ratio, P71po 
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 26. - Effect of nozzle pressure ratio o n  nozzle performance character- 
isi ics for shroud location (x r l l r )  of 0.366. Full- length l u  ; 14" rounded p r i -  
mary; corrected secondary weight flow ratio. Bslwpl& = 0. M. 
(a) Nozzle gross t h r u s t  coefficient 
.(I2 .M .% .a .10 .I2 
Corrected secondary weight flow ratio, (wslwp) 
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
F igure 27. - Effect of corrected secondary weight flow 
ratio on nozzle performance characteristics fo r  f u l l -  
length plug. Shroud location, xc l lc  = -0.116; 17" 
conical primary. 
Free-stream Nozzle pressure 
Mach number, ratio, 
M~ P7'p0 

















(a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coeff icient 
0 .02 .04 .55 .08 .1D .12 
Corrected secondary weight flow ratio, (wSIwp) @& 
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 28. - Effect of corrected secondary weight flow 
rat io on nozzle performance characteristics for  75- 
percent plug (open base). Shroud location, kIZc = 
-0.116; 17" conical primary. 
Free-stream 
Mach number, 









(a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coeff icient 
.re .M .M .L)8 .10 .12 
Corrected secondary weight flow ratio, ( w s l w p ) m  
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 29. - Effect of corrected secondary weight flow 
rat io on nozzle performance characteristics for  50- 
percent plug (open base). Shroud location, +/Ic = 
-a 116; 17" conical primary. 
Free-stream 
Mach number, 
M 0  
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N M 0 
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Zz .a4 o a s 1  
(a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coeff icient 0 .85 
A .91 
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 30. - Effect of corrected secondary weight flow 
rat io on nozzle performance characterist ics for  
shroud location (%l lC)  of -a 076. Full- length plug; 





























(a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coeff icient 
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Corrected secondary weight flow ratio, ( w S l w p l ~  
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Figure 3 1  -Effect of corrected secondary weight flow 
ratio on nozzle performance characteristics for  
shroud location (+lZc) of a 223. Full- length plug; 
17' conical primary. 
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. 2  
. 1  
0 .02 . M  .% .08 .10 .12 
. Corrected secondary weight flow ratio, ( w 2 w p ) f l  
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 32. - Wect  of corrected secondary weight flow 
rat io o n  nozzle performance characterist ics for  
shroud location (+/Ic) of a 347. Full- length plug; 
17" conical primary. 
L . 3  
5 a!! 
%-I 
k o  .2 
.E d 
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.02 .@I .% .a3 .10 .12 
Corrected secondary weight flow ratio, ( w S / w , $ m  
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 33. - Effect of corrected secondary weight flow 
rat io o n  nozzle performance characteristics f o r  75- 
percent plug (open base). Shroud location, x$c = 
0.347; 17" conical primary. 
(a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coeff icient 
0 .02 .M .ffi .08 .10 .12 
Corrected secondary weight flow ratio, ( w S l w p ) ~ p  
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 34. - Effect of corrected secondary weight flow 
ratio on nozzle performance characteristics f o r  50- 
percent plug (open base). Shroud location, xJlc = 
0.347; 17' conical primary. 
Free-stream Nozzle pressure 
Mach number, ratio, 
M~ P71p0 
0 1 2 0  7.65 
V 1 4 7  9.56 
0 1 7 7  12.00 
A 1 9 7  15.00 
a 1 9 7  26 55 
(a) Nozzle gross t h r u s t  coeff icient 
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 35. -Effect of corrected secondary weight flow 
rat io o n  nozzle performance characteristics for  50- 
percent plug (closed base). Shroud location, kllc = 
0.347; 17" conical primary. 
Free-stream 
Mach number, 
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0 .02 .M .ffi .I18 .10 .12 
Corrected secondary weight flow ratio, ( w S l w p ) ~  
1. 00 
.96 
. 9 2  
.88 
.84 (a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coefficient. 
(b) Pumping characteristics. 
Figure 36. - Effect of corrected secondary weight flow 
ratio on nozzle performance characteristics for  
shroud location ( I1 ) o f  -0.087. Ful l- length plug; 
f lared nacelle; l?c:nica! primary. 
Free-stream 
Mach number, 




(a) Nozzle gross t h rus t  coeff icient 




0 .a . W  .06 .08 . I 0  .12 
Corrected secondary weight flow ratio, ( w S 1 w $ m  
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Figure 37. -Effect of corrected secondary weight flow 
rat io on nozzle performance characteristics for  
shroud location (x$,) of -0. 116. Ful l- length plug; 
14" conical primary. 
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Figure 3 8  - Effect of corrected secondary weight flow 
rat io o n  nozzle performance characteristics f o r  
shroud location (xrKr) of -a 167. Ful l- length plug; 
14" rounded primary. 
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Figure 39. - Effect of corrected secondary weight flow 
rat io on nozzle performance characteristics for  
shroud location (xr/Z,)of a 011 Full- length plug; 
14" rounded primary. 
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Figure 40. - Effect of corrected secondary weight flow 
ratio on nozzle performance characteristics f o r  
shroud location (xrRr) of a 182. Full- length plug; 
14" rounded primary. 
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Figure 4L -Effect of corrected secondary weight flow 
ratio on nozzle performance characteristics for  
shroud location (x+lr) of 0.366. Ful l- length plug; 
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